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Air Castle, 2016 

Software, dimensions variable, perpetual duration 

http://matthewkeff.com/aircastle 

Air Castle is an endless animated visual set in an absurd and surreal context. The work was built using 

game development software which runs live and perpetually. Many different items are added to the scene 

at random and strung about in open space with simulated physics. By presenting the items in this way, the 

piece explores a relationship between people and meaningful objects. 

http://matthewkeff.com/aircastle




Orange Grove Empathy Trees 2016 

Software, web browser 

http://matthewkeff.com/orangegroveempathytrees 

Orange Grove Empathy Trees is a web based generative image series. The work envisions the world as 

an endless orange grove where aside from citrus, many emotional and ironic objects bloom from the trees. 

http://matthewkeff.com/orangegroveempathytrees


Gunshow FPS 2016 

Software, game controller, flatscreen monitor 

https://vimeo.com/168255181 

GunShow FPS is an expressive game simulation from the ''first person" perspective. It Juxtaposes the 

subject of gun violence against playful absurdity. 

https://vimeo.com/168255181


Things!, 2016
Software, computer mouse, infinite duration
https://daydreamdreamdreamer.itch.io/things

Things! is an interactive physics toy about nonsense.  Various virtual objects are created in empty space 
with the ability to be affected by the viewer.
 



Tama, 2015
Single-channel HD video, sound, 3mins
http://matthewkeff.com/tama.html

Tama is an experimental narrative music video.  The animations are the outcome of several artificial life 
simulations running simultaneously. 



Dream Dreamer, 2015
Software, game controller, sound, infinite duration
https://daydreamdreamdreamer.itch.io/dream-dreamer

Dream Dreamer is a day dreaming simulator set on an imaginary plane of existence.  Pleasantly buoyant 
bubbles are released every few seconds accompanied by classical harp.



Realistic Nature, 2015
Software, game controller, sound, infinite duration
https://daydreamdreamdreamer.itch.io/realisticnature

Realistic Nature is a walking simulator staged in a fantastic micro-forest. 



Fountains, Falls & Floats, 2012 - 2016
8 x Single-channel HD video, website, infinite duration
http://matthewkeff.com/fountainsfalls&floats
 
Fountains, Falls & Floats is a series of full screen infinitely looping video websites mimicking movement 
found in nature. 
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